
They Fought The Law… and The Law Won 
 

Rumours of an impending planetary lockdown, while law enforcement rounds up every thug, mischief 
and cretin on the surface, has spread like wildfire for the past few days. 90% of the planets spacegoing 
crafts disappeared within the first few hours as the rich and wealthy kingpins fled into space. Now, on 
the last day, within the final hours before the invasion, as the silhouette of the law fleet can be seen in 
the sky, the last miscreants are scrapping for the few shuttles still capable of leaving. Soon only the 
tumble weeds will be moving on the surface of the planet.      
 

4-player variant. 

 

Set Up: 

4’x4’ table, with several buildings forming a sort of main street, deserted cars and scrap all over. In the 

center there’s a shuttle with 3 crewmen standing about, making ready for take-off.  

 

Each gang starts within 6’’ of a corner. 

 

Before the Storm: 

In order to get off the planet each gang faces the problem of gathering enough cash to bribe the shuttle 

crew to take them in the cargo hold and smuggle them through the law fleet. 

 

This planets equivalent of gold is Banuggi Crystals. Each gang starts with d3 crystals symbolized by 

Banuggi Crystal markers that are put in base contact with the miniature carrying them.  

 

The Bribe to The Sky: 

One or several gang members may approach the crew (move into base contact) and present a bribe of 

any amount of Banuggi Crystals. Roll 1d10 plus the number of crystal markers offered. If the total is 14 

or more the crew considers the bribe to be worth the risk and immediately (end of current turn) takes off 

with the members in base contact.  

 

If the total is less than 14 the crew are not convinced it is worth the risk. Any future offers must be at 

least 1 greater than the failed offer. Eg. Starscrew offers a crewman 4 Banuggi Crystals to take him and 
his 3 remaining gangers off the planet. The player rolls 1d10+4 needing a 9. He rolls an 8 and therefore 
the roll fails. The next offer (by any gang) must now at least be 5 Banuggi Crystals.  
 
Taking and Keeping Banuggi Crystals: 

Whenever a miniature carrying crystals is the target of a successful attack (after causing a wound, even if 

it is saved) there is a chance they drop their crystals. Roll 1d6 for each crystal carried: 1-3 dropped, 4-6 

not dropped. A dropped crystal bounces 1d6 in a random direction. If a crystal lands on another 

miniature the miniature may attempt to grab it with a successful I test. If the test failed the crystal will 

bounce again. 

 

To pick up a crystal, a miniature needs only to contact it at any point during its move.  

 

The Lurkers in the Dark: 

In the houses of the town there may be things to find. Deserted in a rush, weapons, crystals and other 

gubbins are loitering in the dark. However, some of the houses are still occupied by law abiding citizens 

clutching their guns while they await the Law.  

 



 

If a player so desires he may send a ganger into a house in search of loot. Roll on this table: 

Roll 1d8 Result Effect 
1 The Hounds of Rustville: The 

owner must have left in a 

hurry because he forgot his 

dogs… better yet he also 

forgot to feed them! 

1d3 vicious canines spring 

forth from the dark and 

attack the intruder. The 

hounds count as charging.  

2 Clutching Benjamins: The 

proprietor of the house lies 

dead of stroke clutching his 

Banuggi Crystals. 

1d3 crystals are found. 

3 T.J. Crooker: “Do you feel 

lucky, punk?” An old ex-cop 

faces the intruder with a 

sawn off shotgun. 

 

4 Nothing but dust The house is all but empty 

5 Scorpion Lair: The former 

owner of the house seems 

to have kept a magnificent 

collection of giant 

scorpions – a popular 

hobby in these parts!  

1d3 scorpions attack the 

intruder. The house also 

contains a vial of scorpion 

poison, that can be used to 

sedate. A victim hit by 

scorpion poison (by blade 

or bullet) will miss a turn on 

a failed T test.  

6 Underground tunnel: The 

house contains a tunnel to 

another house!  

 

Chose a house roughly 

diametrically opposite – the 

two houses are connected 

and can be travelled by 

spending one turn.  

7 A trap 

 

Upon entering the otherwise 

empty house the model 

opening the door suffers a 

S5 hit from a hidden 

grenade  

8 “Hello, I am Durk-E” The house contains a 

friendly robot willing to join 

the gang in its search for 

crystals (see stats below).  

 

 

I Am The Law: 

Each turn from the end of turn 3, roll 1d10 and add the current turn. On a roll of 13 the Law lands and 

advances from a random table edge. 2d6 law men wielding shotguns with manstopper rounds plus two 

killer robots will be set up at the edge. Each turn they advance 4’’ directly (or so directly as possible) 

across the board and fire their guns at the nearest living being.  

 

End of the scenario: 

Play continues for a maximum of 2 hours. Set a timer at the start of the game and after 2 hours the 

shuttle leaves. Stop the timer in the case of any rules questions or similar longwinded non-play 

situations. When the timer sounds, the shuttle takes off. Finish the round, letting the gangs squabble in 

the face of their own demise, and then the game is over.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

Victory Conditions: 

If the players so desire a tally of victory points can be made using the following list: 

Kill another gang member: 2 VP 

Each ganger off the planet: 5 VP 

Bribing the Crew: 5 VP 

Each Building Explored: 2 VP 

Each Law Man Killed: 3 VP 

Each Banuggi Crystal Captured: 1 VP 

 

Gangs: 

Each gang consists of 6 fighters. 1 is a hero, 4 carry guns, 1 carry a special arm, 1 has only close combat 

weapons. 

 

STATS: 

 
Guard dogs     

M WS BS S T W I A LD INT CL WP 

6 3 - 3 3 1 4 1 6 4 6 6 

Equipment 

Bite attack (S3) 

 

Giant Scorpion  

M WS BS S T W I A LD INT CL WP 

5 3 - 4 4 1 1 3 8 3 6 2 

Special 

4+ AS, Immune to psychology, Cause fear 6” radius, Poison attack (+1 to S), Crush attack (-1 to AS), Move through difficult terrain without 
modifier 
 

Lawmen       

M WS BS S T W I A LD INT CL WP 

4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7 7 7 7 

Equipment 

Shotgun (solid ammo / short range 0”-4”/ long range 4”-18” / long -1 / S4) 
Laspistol (short range 0”-8”/ long range 8”-16” / short +2 / long -1/ S3) 
Flak Armour (6+ AS) 

Nightstick (S3) 

 

T.J. Crooker (Hardcore Cop)     

M WS BS S T W I A LD INT CL WP 

4 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 7 8 8 

Equipment 

Shotgun (solid ammo / short range 0”-4”/ long range 4”-18” / long -1 / S4) 
Laspistol (short range 0”-8”/ long range 8”-16” / short +2 / long -1/ S3) 
Flak Armour (6+ AS)  

Nightstick (S3) 

 

Police Killer Robot      

M WS BS S T W I A LD INT CL WP 

6 5 5 5 5 2 6 3 - 9 9 9 

Equipment 

Armour (5+ AS) 

Lasgun (short range 0”-12”/ long range 12”-24” / short +1 / S3 /-1 to AS) 
2 Power Glove (S8 /-5 to AS) 

 
DURK-E (Robot)   

M WS BS S T W I A LD INT CL WP 

5 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 - 7 10 10 

Equipment 

Metal body AS 4+ 
2 Clubs (arms) (S4) 
6 Electric charges (Range 6” / S4) 


